Abstract: Platelet concentrates for surgical use are innovative tools of regenerative medicine, and were widely tested in oral and maxillofacial surgery. Unfortunately, the literature on the topic is contradictory and the published data are difficult to sort and interpret. In periodontology and dentoalveolar surgery, the literature is particularly dense about the use of the various forms of Platelet-Rich Plasma (PRP) -Pure Platelet-Rich Plasma (P-PRP) or Leukocyte-and Platelet-Rich Plasma (L-PRP) -but still limited about Platelet-Rich Fibrin (PRF) subfamilies. In this first article, we describe and discuss the current published knowledge about the use of PRP and PRF during tooth avulsion or extraction, mucogingival surgery, Guided Tissue Regeneration (GTR) or bone filling of periodontal intrabony defects, and regeneration of alveolar ridges using Guided Bone Regeneration (GBR), in a comprehensive way and in order to avoid the traps of a confusing literature and to highlight the underlying universal mechanisms of these products. Finally, we particularly insist on the perspectives in this field, through the description and illustration of the systematic use of L-PRF (Leukocyte-and PlateletRich Fibrin) clots and membranes during tooth avulsion, cyst exeresis or the treatment of gingival recessions by root coverage. The use of L-PRF also allowed to define new therapeutic principles: NTR (Natural Tissue Regeneration) for the treatment of periodontal intrabony lesions and Natural Bone Regeneration (NBR) for the reconstruction of the alveolar ridges. In periodontology, this field of research will soon find his golden age by the development of user-friendly platelet concentrate procedures, and the definition of new efficient concepts and clinical protocols.
FROM FIBRIN GLUES TO PLATELET CONCEN-TRATES: AN ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL STORY
The development of platelet concentrates (PC) for topical use is deeply associated with oral and maxillofacial surgery since the beginning of the craze for these technologies [1] [2] [3] . Nowadays, more than the half of the publications on these products are related to oro-facial sciences. The history of these techniques probably explains this over-representation of maxillofacial applications with these products.
Historically, PC are the natural evolution of the fibrin sealants developed more than 40 years ago [4] , when clinicians started to manipulate the numerous actors of the coagulation process in order to use them in clinical situations [5] . The first fibrin glues were mainly fibrinogen concentrates, tested in plastic surgery for skin healing [6] . Skin is logically the first tissue where fibrin bandages and glues were tested easily. Some authors however tried to add platelets to theseautologous preparations in order to increase the strength of the fibrin glue, and developed first applications in ophthal *Address correspondence to this author at the LoB5 Unit, Chonnam National University School of Dentistry, 77 Yongbong-Ro, Buk-Gu, Gwangju 500-757, South Korea; E-mail: LoB5@mac.com mological surgery [7, 8] and even neurosurgery [9] . The fibrin glues were only used as sealant, with quite good results [10] . However, good clinical results are often not enough to launch the development of a technique ; economic considerations are also at stake. The autologous fibrin glues (with or without platelets) were too complicated and time-consuming to prepare [11] , and these techniques were therefore never widely developed. Regularly, new researches and protocols for autolougous fibrin glues were proposed, but marketed fibrin glues (with lyophilized fibrinogen concentrate from blood bank) became quickly the main techniques in daily practice, even if very expensive [6] . Even during the long « fibrin glue » era, the applications of these products were over-represented in oral and maxillofacial surgery [5, 11] .
The main explanation of this situation is probably related to the intrinsic nature of oral and maxillofacial surgery: this field requires relatively small volumes of products, but the need for healing stimulator is very important. The anatomy of the face is one of the most complex in the organism, with a light bone architecture pneumatized with many cavities, and an intertwining of organs, tissue and functions superposed in a relatively small area: the 5 senses are directly or indirectly dependent on the anatomy and tissues of the face.
Moreover, the surgery of the face is strongly interconnected with the plastic surgery: the skin of the face, more than any other area, needs the best possible healing. Fibrin glues were designed to improve healing and neoangiogenesis in the wounded site, and could be used without serious risks on most tissues: this polymorphic and adaptive tool was therefore a perfect surgical adjuvant, mimicking the natural coagulation process. Usable in small quantities in many different applications, it logically developed widely in oral and maxillofacial surgery.
When the fibrin glue technologies evoluated into the PCs, it was first a way to replace expensive marketed fibrin glues by autologous preparations: the presence of the platelets reinforced the fibrin gel architecture, and blood bank fibrinogen concentrates were therefore no more useful. Once again, it is in plastic surgery (for the treatment of skin ulcers) that the concept of platelet concentrate was first described [12] [13] [14] , and then quickly extended to all the oral and maxillofacial surgery [2] . But the true craze for growth factors started with the first article of Marx et al., [3] , and the quick development of these new techniques in oral and maxillofacial surgery is finally more related to commercial interest than to true scientific innovation: these preparations existed since many years and were used as improved autologous fibrin glues in other fields. With the Marx et al., article, they started to have a common name -Platelet-Rich Plasma (PRP) -and to offer a new concept: growth factors [3] .
The market was enormous, and this is how this field of research litteraly exploded in a few years, with an increasing number of techniques and devices proposed to the clinicans, and many home-made versions of the products [1] . Fibrin glues were logically substituted by PCs, but their distribution was much wider, surfing on the concept of growth factors as healing boosters. This craze for « growth factors » probably explain why so many companies developed user-friendly technologies, while the improvement of autologous fibrin glues was not a priority during the previous 10 or 20 years.
The collateral consequences of this development founded on beliefs and commercial interests more than on logical science, is that the literature on the topic is both wide and confusing.
WHAT DO WE USE IN ORAL AND MAXILLOFA-CIAL SURGERY? AN IMPOSSIBLE META-ANALYSIS
The field of platelet concentrates is very difficult to review, due to the absence of clear terminology during more than 10 years [1, 2, 15] . Many very different PCs were gathered under the term « PRP », without characterization of the products. Many authors seemed to consider that all platelet concentrates were the same whatever their content. A few studies tried to describe the content of these products, but only focused on platelets counts and main growth factors quantifications [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Platelet concentrates are in fact very difficult to characterize, because they are not a simple pharmaceutical preparation like antibiotics or anti-inflammatory preparations. PCs are blood extracts, manipulated blood clots: there are not a cocktail of some growth factors, they in fact concentrate thousands of actors that can interfere with the regulation of healing. This is the common point of all products: they are as complex as blood coagulation itself, they are manipulated autologous tissues, a solid version of the blood, the circulating tissue [22] [23] [24] .
For this reason, a PC must be analyzed like a tissue [22] . Indeed all these products can be classified in 4 big families followings 2 main parameters [1] , common to all tissues: cell content and matrix architecture. The main matrix component of all platelet concentrates is the fibrin, but this matrix can considerably vary in terms of architecture [25] . The cell content is mainly related to the leukocyte concentration: most platelet concentrates are indeed platelet-leukocyte concentrates [26, 27] , and leukocytes have a significant function in the biology of these products [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , even if they are too often neglected. Four families were thus defined [1] : P-PRP (Pure Platelet-Rich Plasma) and L-PRP (Leukocyte-and Platelet-Rich Plasma) are platelet suspensions, respectively without or with leukocytes, that can be used in a liquid form or in a gel form after activation using thrombin and calcium chloride (or batroxobin or other activators of platelets) [23] : the fibrin network of these family is always light and not very well structured. On the contrary, P-PRF (Pure PlateletRich Fibrin) and L-PRF (Leukocyte and Platelet-Rich Fibrin) are dense fibrin biomaterials, respectively without or with leukocytes, that only exist in a solid form with activated platelets [22] .
A last parameter is the platelet concentration. Indeed, the various technologies offer different platelet collection performances [16, 17, 20] . This parameter can be significant when the platelet concentrate is injected as a liquid platelet suspension in a closed area, such as a tendon [37, 38] : in these applications, the product is used as a pharmaceutical preparation. On the contrary, in most oral and maxillofacial applications, the concentration parameter does not seem to be very important, because products are almost always used after activation into a gel and placed in a open surgical site with a significant bleeding: the blood flow, the edema water collection and the relatively large size of the open surgical site significantly dilute the impact of the platelet concentration. In this clinical field, the fibrin architecture [39, 40] and leukocyte content [41] of the material have logically a higher impact. Up to now, nobody has proven that evolutions of the platelet concentration parameter significantly change the clinical outcomes induced by these preparations in oral and maxillofacial surgery. The leukocyte concentration may also be a significant parameter, but this parameter has never been discussed yet.
In the literature about PRP and PRF in oral and maxillofacial surgery, the exact definition of the products tested in the various studies is often unclear, due to the lack of consensual terminology and to the associated misunderstandings [15, 42] . However, a careful evaluation of the published data reveals that L-PRP and P-PRP gels were probably the most frequent products tested in oral and maxillofacial surgery. In these clinical specialities, these products were never used without activation, contrarily to the injections of platelet suspensions used in orthopaedic surgery and sport medicine [37, 38] .
It is difficult to identify the kind of PRP used in many studies, since the products are not well described or characterized. We can even suspect that many authors did not truly understand the methodology they claimed to use, leading to an unknown and unreproducible product. However, it seems that L-PRP gels remain the main products tested. Indeed P-PRP are technically more difficult to prepare (since it requires a more efficient separation of the blood constituents), and only articles using a blood bank cell separator PRP or the Anitua's PRGF can logically be considered as P-PRP articles [1] : in oral and maxillofacial surgery clinical applications in human patients, this group of articles is nowadays marginal.
In the PRF families, only one publication described or tried to evaluate the use of P-PRF in oral and maxillofacial surgery [43] . On the contrary, most of the publications about L-PRF are related to oral [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] , maxillofacial [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] and ENT (Ear-Nose-Throat) surgery [57] [58] [59] .
HOW TO USE AND WHAT CAN BE EXPECTED FROM PLATELET CONCENTRATES IN ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY?
The best way to review the current clinical results of these preparations in oral and maxillofacial surgery is first to understand what kind of effects are expected, and how the various families of preparations can be used in this wide clinical field.
There is an old surgery principle particularly true in all bone surgical disciplines: a surgical site with a good bleeding will heal correctly, while a site with limited bleeding will more probably suffer from infection, necrosis, or simply delayed healing. This surgical empirical principle can be explained very easily: a good bleeding allows the formation of a strong fibrin clot during the coagulation within the surgical site, and this matrix promotes an efficient neoangiogenesis [40] , necessary for both wound healing and tissue remodelling [39] and also for immune drainage since the leukocytes can have a quick access to the surgical site and start cleaning and protecting it from infections. The concept of fibrin glues and platelet concentrates is logically to mimic and amplify this natural phenomenon, and even to replace it when bleeding is not efficient enough: they are first of all optimized blood extracts, prepared in a form that can be surgically handled and used. The expected clinical results in oral and maxillofacial surgery are dependent on the way we use it, but are always close to what is expected from an efficient and controlled bleeding and coagulation on a wounded site.
How to Use: the into/onto Bleeding Principle
Blood coagulation builds biological fibrin-based connexions within a wounded tissue or at the interface between tissues. Fibrin glues and platelet concentrates have thus to be used following the same principles. Whatever the oral and maxillofacial application, these fibrin gels are always used as biological connectors in order to amplify the natural function of bleeding: it was the principle of fibrin glues, it is also the core concept of PCs, even if growth factors are also expected to stimulate healing. These products can be used within a tissue or between tissues: this is the into/onto bleeding principle.
When the PCs are placed into a tissue, the purpose of the product is to connect the various elements (matrix and cells) of the tissue, to accelerate neoangiogenesis within the tissue and its local remodelling. The best examples are bone or fat grafts: mixed with a PRP gel [3] or a PRF clot [48, 57, 59] , the grafted tissue becomes more cell-migration-friendly, and that allows a quick angiogenesis, to avoid necrosis, and to limit infection development. Moreover, the various matrix components (fibronectin, vitronectin, glycosaminoglycans and fibrin itself) and growth factors of the platelet concentrates logically stimulate the « rebooting » of the grafted cells, their quick proliferation and/or differentiation, and the reconstruction and remodelling of the grafted tissue.
When the PCs are placed onto a tissue, the biological mechanisms are quite similar: blood connexion at the interface between 2 tissues, acceleration of angiogenesis in the periphery of the tissues and the associated stimulation of healing and remodelling. This basic mechanisms are similar between fibrin glues and platelet concentrates and are commonly used in plastic surgery for the stimulation of flap healing [60] . However, the clinical purpose may be a little bit more complex, since the function of these fibrin gel covers over a tissue is also the protection and quick closure of the wound. Placed at the interface between 2 tissues, the platelet concentrate will stimulate both: for example, when covering a bone graft on the dentoalveolar ridges, the platelet concentrates are supposed to stimulate the peripherical bone healing through the periosteum, but also to accelerate the soft tissue healing and remodelling, and therefore to avoid perforations of the weakened gingival tissues and the associated contamination of the bone graft below [54, 55] . Moreover, in other applications such as periodontal surgery, these fibrin layers may also have the function of a competitive barrier between several tissues competing for the colonization of a wounded site [61] .
A last method is not to use platelet concentrate into the tissue, nor onto the tissue, but to use it as the tissue: some techniques (particularly L-PRF) allow to gather significant volumes of fibrin material and therefore to fill directly a surgical site and to promote the tissue regeneration, as it was already proven for sinus-lift bone regeneration [53, 56] or after tissue exeresis [52] .
What is Expected: from the Theory to the Daily Practice
As a whole, in oral and maxillofacial surgery, platelet concentrates are expected to improve bone regeneration and soft tissue healing. Unfortunately, in vitro experimental data are quite contradictory on the effects of platelet concentrates on different kind of cells, particularly fibroblasts and osteoblasts. The analysis of these data has however to be considered carefully, because many of these studies present serious methodological mistakes related to the incomplete characterization (or even understanding) of the tested products: testing human PCs (sometimes containing leukocytes) in contact with bank cell lineages or cells from other species (without considering the immune identity of the cells), or testing unactivated platelet suspensions (while the products are always used after activation on a surgical site), or testing the cell effects without considering the key role of the fibrin matrix (particularly true with products from the PRF families) ; and sometimes all these intrinsic mistakes together in the same article [62, 63] .
A careful analysis of the literature shows that these products induce generally a significant stimulation of the cell proliferation (at least for cells sensitive to platelet growth factors): osteoblasts [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] , chondrocytes [70] , periodontal cells [71, 72] , fibroblasts [73, 74] , endothelial cells [75] , mesenchymal stem cells [76] . On the contrary, some articles demonstrated that PRP gels had no effect on the proliferation of fibroblasts and osteoblasts [77, 78] , and even a negative effects on macrophages [79] .
The impact on cell differentiation is more difficult to determine: most studies showed that PRPs stimulated the proliferation and inhibited the differentiation of osteoblasts [65] , periodontal cells [80] and bone mesenchymal stem cells [81] [82] [83] . It is a quite logical result, since the tested cells were pushed toward a proliferative pattern by the platelet growth factors. However, the proliferation/differentiation patterns are very dependent on the test conditions in these in vitro models: proliferation may be followed by differentiation after cell confluence [67] , a high platelet concentration may promote a negative effect on cell growth through saturation cytotoxicity [84] , and a moderate platelet concentration may induce a few signs of differentiation [69, 85, 86] . However, these data have to be considered carefully, since they are the consequences of the limits of the in vitro cell models. Finally, it was also shown that the contact with platelet membranes and fibrin was an important parameter in the stimulation of proliferation [87] and even differentiation [88] [89] [90] : the architecture of the PRP fibrin gel is thus also an important parameter, even if it was too often neglected.
Even if the literature is difficult to interpret and presents contradictory results, this proliferation/differentiation balance may be considered as a basic rule for most platelet concentrates technologies: PRPs stimulate the proliferation and inhibit -or at least do not stimulate -the differentiation in vitro. This statement is not completely true, since high platelet concentrations can be cytotoxic in vitro, and differentiation can be promoted in specific in vitro conditions, particularly after contact with the fibrin clot of the platelet gel. This general rule with PRPs is moreover not true with L-PRF.
Indeed, L-PRF membranes induced simultaneously both stimulation and differentiation in a dose-dependent way within primary cell cultures from the same human donor as for the L-PRF [91, 92] . These 2 cell patterns were present and highly stimulated in the culture plate, both with osteoblasts [91] and bone mesenchymal stem cells [92] , and the role of the leukocytes and the fibrin architecture was hypothesized to be the source of this very specific biological reaction. Moreover, no in vitro cytotoxicity effects were detected whatever the quantity of L-PRF used in the culture plate [91] [92] [93] , probably because L-PRF interacts with cells like a solid biomaterial and not like a pharmaceutical solution (PRPs). Finally, the underlying cell mechanisms have yet to be understood, in order to prepare and use these products in the best possible way, and thus satisfy all our expectations.
There is however a last key expectation that will considerably influence the future of these products in the wide field of oral and maxillofacial surgery: clinicians need userfriendly procedures. Indeed, oral surgery is one of the most frequent surgery by number of acts, and a surgery with very good outcomes. Since many basic oral surgery procedures give acceptable results without using adjuvants, the relevance of using platelet concentrates in daily practice is not only related to its clinical efficiency, but also to its cost and easiness of application. It was the same problem with fibrin glues: the advantages/inconvenients balance of these techniques has to be significantly positive in daily use.
Unfortunately, most of the platelet concentrate procedures are time-consuming, complex and expensive [1] . Like the species, surgical techniques evolve and the most efficient protocols only will survive over time. If the craze for growth factors was very strong in oral and maxillofacial surgery, the disillusion was also very quick, many clinicians considering that these techniques were too expensive and timeconsuming for no or minimal clinical improvement. In the near future, simple and inexpensive techniques like the L-PRF will logically remain the major protocols used in oral and maxillofacial surgery. For this reason, and in order to describe these applications turned towards what we consider to be the future of the PC field in periodontal and dentoalveolar surgery, this article gives an overview of the results obtained with the various PRPs, but only illustrates clinical applications with L-PRF clots and membranes.
PRP AND PRF DURING TOOTH AVULSION AND CYST EXERESIS 4.1. Why and When Using PCs During Tooth Avulsion and Cyst Exeresis?
Tooth extraction or avulsion [94] is logically the most important and common surgical situation encountered in oral and maxillofacial surgery, and as old as human kind itself. This surgical procedure is more or less complex, but the outcomes are globally good. The use of a surgical adjuvant may seem unnecessary, but there are 3 configurations where a healing booster may be highly interesting.
The first situation is related to the postsurgical follow-up after complex tooth avulsion. For example, molars with divergent roots may require to cut the tooth in several pieces, with potential bone trauma (heat shock, mechanical shock) leading to significant pain, edema or even hematoma. It is also particularly frequent with the wisdom teeth, the third molar avulsion being very often associated with pain and swelling. The worst form of these minor postsurgical consequences is the osteitis, dry or infectious, and is associated to the delayed healing of the surgical site related to a lack of bleeding or to an instable blood clot within the avulsion socket.
The second situation is when implant restoration is considered after avulsion. The avulsion procedure must be as atraumatic as possible for the periodontal bone walls, and a complete and quick bone regeneration of the avulsion socket is expected in order to place implants in the best possible conditions. The healing and remodelling of the avulsion site is however highly dependent on the initial stabilization of the blood clot and the quick gingival wound closure.
The third situation is the avulsion in patients with general or local pathologies that interfere with bleeding or healing. It is particularly true in anticoagulated patients presenting a risk of delayed bleeding and healing, or in patients treated with biphosphonates presenting a risk of osteonecrosis of the jaws. Compromised avulsion sockets presenting severe infection or necrosis are also good examples of local pathologies. In all these situations, a satisfactory healing is highly dependent on the blood clot stability and the quick soft tissue closure.
If these 3 situations are more often encountered with tooth avulsions, similar problems exist with cyst exeresis in the maxillaries. These cysts often have a dental origin, the cyst cavities and avulsion sockets are then often linked Fig.  (1) . In all these situations, the use of an optimized blood extract could amplify the natural coagulation process, and even replace it in case of insufficient local bleeding of the wound.
Current Experience with PCs in Alveolar Sockets and Cyst Cavities
The literature about platelet concentrates is quite limited about their use for the filling of tooth avulsion sockets and cyst exeresis cavities. The main reason is probably that these products are often expensive and time-consuming, and that many clinicians did not find interest in the use of these products in a daily application with good outcomes such as dental avulsion. There are however several good reasons to use some of these techniques as filling materials in most avulsion sites.
Several authors showed that PRP gel could significantly reduce postoperative pain and discomfort after tooth avulsion, and avoid the development of an osteitis [95] [96] [97] : this result was expected, since these products act as optimized blood clots and therefore allow a quick in situ neoangiogenesis and wound drainage. Moreover, the local bone stimulation associated with the growth factor release could counterbalance the bone traumatism due to the surgical procedure. The concentration of coagulation factors within the platelet gel was also used in order to control bleeding in anticoagulated patients [98] . However, the true relevance for the use of platelet gels in these applications was to accelerate bone regeneration within the avulsion socket and gingival healing: the purpose was not only to reduce discomfort and infectious risk, but also to increase the bone and periodontal tissue quality [99] .
For example, after complex third molar avulsions, the bone defects can reach critical size and its natural regeneration can be compromised, with potential consequence on the periodontal tissue of the second molar. The use of a PRP gel was proved to improve healing in these sites, and guarantee a good outcomes for the neighboring tissues [97, 100, 101] . This application is however hotly debated, since some authors claimed that the use of a PRP gel within the avulsion socket of a third molar did not increase bone regeneration on the wounded site [102, 103] . It is however impossible to compare studies since the exact contents of the various products are often unclear.
Third molar avulsion is however not the main situation where an efficient bone regeneration is needed. The regeneration of an avulsion socket in order to place implant in the best possible situation was much more investigated. As a whole, the literature showed that PRP gels [97, 99] and PRF [43, 47] both increase bone regeneration when inserted in an avulsion socket. These products also seemed to help for the decontamination of infected avulsion sites. However, it is difficult to draw very accurate conclusions concerning the best product for these applications, or even the best way to use it. When bone defects after avulsion are critical-sized (and often associated with cystic lesions), mixing the PRP or PRF with a bone substitute in order to use a significant volume of solid biomaterial for filling is considered as reliable option, even if the choice of the best materials remain unclear and debated [43, 104, 105] . These treatments are however no more simple dental avulsions, and are often at the border of Guided Bone Regeneration (GBR) or bone grafting.
Perspectives: L-PRF as Systematic Filling Material?
When considering the future of these applications, it seems obvious that nowadays most avulsions (except third molar avulsions) are followed by implant placement and that the preservation of the alveolar bone walls around the implants and the bone regeneration of the avulsion site are a medical obligation for a dental surgeon. The systematic use of a platelet concentrate in order to avoid painful events, promote bone regeneration and improve gingival healing may become a relevant principle in oral surgery. The main concern is that all PRP gels are expensive, time-consuming, not very easy to handle in daily oral surgery practice, and their filling volumes are often quite small. For all these reasons, it is highly probable that only a few techniques such as the L-PRF will still be used in these applications in the near future. The preparation of 8 L-PRF membranes or plugs is easy, requires only a small table centrifuge and less than 15 minutes. The plugs and membrane can be used to fill avulsion sockets, even when associated with severe cystic destructions after cyst exeresis [47, 106] Figs. (1 and 2), and allow a quick bone and gingival regeneration required for implant placement. It can also be mixed with a bone substitute and used as a protective cover over the grafted area: this is particularly important when gingival wound closure is impossible or difficult with the sutures Fig. (3) . The function of the PRF membranes is then to stimulate gingival healing, but also to protect the bone graft from the oral environment and to maintain it within the avulsion socket, like a biological barrier: it is then not necessary to use more complex protocols for the protection of the filled socket (such as Guided Bone Regeneration (GBR) membranes and complex incisions, flaps and sutures) presenting high risks of negative outcomes, as it will be explained in the following chapters. Finally, the L-PRF technique is open-access and thus can be widely developed in private practice without commercial considerations.
Whatever the technique, platelet concentrates may be considered as an efficient option for the preservation of alveolar ridges, and the systematic filling of the avulsion sockets with a PRP gel or a PRF may become a standard procedure for a high-quality oral surgery in many situations. However, even for the user-friendly and inexpensive L-PRF technique, the choice of using systematically L-PRF in all avulsions remains highly dependent on the way of working and the philosophy of the surgeon. An expert periodontologist generally respects carefully the tissues and finds a great sat-
Fig. (1). Regeneration with L-PRF membranes of 2 maxillary avulsion sockets and cyst cavities. A.
The first and second left maxillary molars were compromised because of the destruction of their supporting alveolar bone and a large cystic lesion. B. The 2 molars were avulsed and the cyst was removed carefully. The remaining bone walls were very thin and the bone defects were deep and large, thus presenting a significant risk of incomplete bone healing and fibrous invagination. C. The cyst cavities and alveolar sockets were filled with 4 L-PRF membranes for bone regeneration, and protected with 2 L-PRF membranes for the induction of soft tissue healing and remodelling. D. Tight sutures were performed in order to avoid membrane exposure and the contamination of the large regenerative chamber. Fig. (2) . Regeneration with L-PRF membranes of 2 maxillary avulsion sockets and cyst cavities. A. Six months after the filling with L-PRF, the bone defect was completely healed, with no trace of fibrous invagination. B. The regenerated bone volume allowed to place 2 long implants for the replacement of the 2 molars. C. L-PRF membranes were added in order to improve soft tissue healing and remodelling around the implants (multi-induction). D. Sutures were performed. The gingival maturation was already very strong after the first induction 6 months before. E. On the panoramic radiograph, the regenerated bone had the same density and aspect than the natural bone. The alveolar socket was filled with a mix of L-PRF and xenogeneic collagenated bone (Gen-Os, OsteoBiol, Tecnoss, Italy) in a 50/50 volumic ratio. E. A L-PRF membrane was folded in 3 layers, tailored and placed above the filled avulsion socket. F. Multiple sutures were performed in order to block tight the L-PRF membrane on the grafted area, and to stabilize the folded membrane edge to edge with the wound borders. The external L-PRF layer remained in contact with the oral cavity. G. After 24 hours, the gingival tissue was proliferative, the superficial re-epithelialization on the L-PRF membrane and the wound closure were on progress, triggered by the initial induction. H. After 4 weeks, the filled avulsion socket was completely closed. The induction and merging phases were over, and the tissue started the slow and long remodelling phase that lasted until the complete regeneration of a thick gingival tissue. The avulsion socket was regenerated without the use of GBR membranes, complex incisions, flaps and sutures, and their associated risks of negative outcomes.
isfaction in using biomaterials such as L-PRF to control and increase the healing potential of the alveolar socket. On the contrary, a more generalist oral and maxillofacial surgeon may have a more simple approach and let the tissues heal naturally: in simple cases, it will indeed not considerably influence the final outcome of the treatment. This is an old debate between periodontologist and general oral surgeons, about the level of care expected for the periodontal tissues during an avulsion. In fact, for each case, the size of the bone defects, the quality of the gingival tissue and the expected implant treatment will guide our advantages/inconvenients balance, in order to determine if platelet concentrates can be useful. This is however a question of therapeutic philosophy and habits: simplified and efficient methods such as the L-PRF technique are already used by many surgeons almost systematically during tooth avulsions.
PRP AND PRF FOR THE REGENERATION OF PERIODONTAL BONE DEFECTS

A Comprehensive Analysis of the Contradictory Results with PRP Gels
The second logical application after avulsion socket filling for bone regeneration, is to regenerate bone and gingival tissues around teeth presenting periodontal damage. Most studies were performed with PRPs, but the exact content of the various tested products remains largely unknown, the published data thus being difficult to fully sort and interpret. The reported results with PRPs are quite contradictory [107] .
Many authors reported that during the filling of a periodontal intrabony defect with autologous bone or a bone substitute (allograft, xenograft or synthetic material), the addition of a PRP to the grafting material always offered good results [108, 109] , but failed to prove any benefits in the reduction of pocket depth, for clinical attachment gain and defect fill [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] . The explanation of this result is in fact quite simple: a periodontal intrabony lesion is always relatively small, and during the filling with a bone material, this latter can easily be impregnated with the peripheric bleeding on the surgical site ; the addition of some more platelets may not influence considerably the final biological equation in this kind of wounded site.
On the contrary, some other authors showed that the use of a PRP with a grafting material could promote better results in these applications [115] [116] [117] . However, some authors claimed that this improvement induced by PRPs was not related to bone healing, but only related to soft tissues parameters [118] .
These contradictory results may seem difficult to analyze and understand: the tested PRP gels were not fully characterized and the clinical situations, the surgeon skills and grafted bone substitutes were never exactly the same, leading to an impossible exact comparison, and thus no evidence-based conclusion. However, after careful evaluation of the publications, these contradictions may be explained by the conditions of clinical use of the PRP gels: the PRP gels were indeed efficient when also used as a cover above the filled intrabony defect. This result seems quite logical, since the coverage of the grafted bone defect with a fibrin gel necessarily promotes soft tissue healing and the protection of the surgical site, leading to the acceleration of the wound closure, and a more secure bone regeneration.
Another approach was to fill the intrabony defect with a PRP only. However the results were again quite contradictory. Some authors showed that the filling with a PRP gel alone achieved a similar bone regeneration than the use of a membrane for guided tissue regeneration [119, 120] or even than the filling with a bone substitute [121] . However, other authors demonstrated that PRP alone was not able to support a significant bone regeneration [122] and that PRP should be associated to other materials in order to give good results for the healing of periodontal lesions [123] . The comparison of the data is difficult since the kind of PRPs used in these studies is once again difficult to determine, but these contradictory studies suggest that the size and form of the defect significantly conditioned the true potential of the platelet concentrate. PRP gels are indeed fragile and soft filling material, and are thus highly sensitive to mechanical constraints. When the intrabony defects present several walls and are easily protected, a platelet gel acts as a stabilized blood clot and therefore becomes the perfect filling material for a natural tissue regeneration. This kind of treatment is obviously more natural and therefore better than filling with a bone substitute that will require many years to resorb and remodel, even if the sole objective of clinical tooth stability is the same with both approaches. But when the local conditions are not optimum, PRP gels alone are not strong enough to promote a clinical filling equivalent to the dense bone filling reached with a bone substitute. Some authors hypothesized that the good clinical results obtained with a PRP gel alone may be related to the higher platelet concentration of their tested product [119, 124] ; this argument is however debatable, since these authors did not fully characterize the tested platelet concentrates (leukocyte content and fibrin architecture), and since similar results were obtained by other teams with other PRP gels.
The last approach was to use PRPs during Guided Tissue Regeneration (GTR). GTR requires various kinds of membranes (non resorbable such as expanded polytetrafluoroethylene membranes (ePTFE) or resorbable such as collagen membranes) in order to protect the bone defect after cleaning, debridment and sometimes filling, to stabilize the blood clot and to protect the filled defect from soft tissue invagination. The concept of GTR is therefore to promote the regeneration of periodontal tissues in a natural architecture: bone, periodontal ligament and gingival attachment. Unfortunately, the use of these membranes required skillfull surgeons and often led to delayed soft tissue healing, particularly when using non resorbable membranes.
Some authors showed that the use of PRP and a bone substitute as filling material in addition to the GTR membrane gave very good results [125, 126] , and even better results than GTR membranes alone [127] . However, most of the clinical outcomes seemed to be related to the bone filling material: indeed, the addition of a PRP gel to a classical treatment using bone substitute and GTR membrane did not improve the clinical results, whatever the kind of membrane (ePTFE, collagen) or material (autologous, anorganic bovine bone, etc…) tested with the PRP gel [128] [129] [130] [131] . The explanation is once again intrinsically simple: the purpose of the GTR membrane is to protect the filled intrabony defect from soft tissue invagination and to stabilize the blood clot in the bone cavity ; the addition of some more platelets under the GTR membrane does not interfere with the functions of the membranes, and does not significantly influence the natural blood clot impregnating the filling bone substitute. However, some authors showed that the PRP gels could also be used as sole filling material under a GTR membrane, with similar results that the filling with various bone substitutes under the GTR membrane [124] . This result is quite logical and expected, since PRP gels are stabilized blood clot and thus are the ideal filling material under a GTR membrane. As a summary, PRP gels could be used as sole filling material under a GTR membrane, but there is no specific improvement when using PRP and bone substitute together under a GTR membrane.
However, there is a last way for the PRP gels to improve the healing equation during GTR: they could be injected above the GTR membrane in order to improve the soft tissue healing and remodelling, and thus to avoid soft tissue dehiscence ; PRP gels would then only serve as soft tissue healing stimulator and barrier. The logical question is then to understand in which conditions the PRP gels can become a barrier able to replace the GTR membrane: this concept was highlighted in a study where the filling of periodontal intrabony defects using a bone substitute with a PRP gel promote similar results with or without GTR membranes [132] . In some situations, some PRP gels may thus replace not only the filling materials, but also become a true protection membrane.
From a more experimental standpoint, many authors had shown that periodontal ligament cells were highly receptive to the platelet growth factors for proliferation, and that the fibrin platelet gel probably also contributed to the stimulation of their differentiation [88] [89] [90] . Some studies therefore tried to evaluate the use of engineered membranes associating periodontal cells and PRP for the treatment of periodontal intrabony defects. The simpliest approach was to coat various kind of membranes (non resorbable Gore-Tex or resorbable collagen membranes for example) with a PRP, in order to load it with growth factors and attachment proteins, and therefore to create a personalized membrane with the patient's own stimulating factors. This approach indeed allowed to stimulate the attachment and viability of gingival fibroblasts [133] , and could be easily used in daily practice. A more complex approach was to use human cultured periosteum sheets associated with PRP and a bone substitute for the treatment of intrabony defect [134, 135] , or even to use adipose derived stem cells with PRPs as filling materials [136] ; the use of such tissue-engineered grafting materials gave good results, but is obviously too expensive and complicated in daily periodontology practice.
The field of periodontal intrabony lesions is quite wide with many different potential applications. For example, the treatment of periapical inflammatory lesions with a bone substitute associated with a PRP gels was often described, even if the true impact of the PRP on the healing remained quite difficult to assess [137, 138] . A last original application of PRP gels in periodontal regeneration was to coat an avulsed tooth with the PRP before replantation in the avulsion socket [139, 140] . This concept is interesting, but its clinical relevance should be more carefully evaluated.
As a conclusion, the numerous publications about the use of PRP gels for the filling of periodontal intrabony defects were quite contradictory, but were able to guide us towards new principles of treatment, beyond simple fillings or complex GTR. Indeed when using GTR protocols, the published data allow to consider that the PRP gels could be used a sole filling material below the membrane, and as soft tissue healing booster above the GTR membrane. But since it was proven that when using a PRP gel with a bone substitute for the filling of periodontal intrabony defect, the addition of a GTR membrane was probably no more required [132] , we could conclude that in some situations, some PRP gels may therefore become a true protection membrane. This conclusion implies very important consequences for the future of these techniques, and the development of efficient and simplified procedures for the treatment of these lesions. As soft tissue healing booster, intrabony stabilized blood clot and tissue barrier, the selection of the adequate platelet concentrate gels may allow the development of a new kind of GTR: as it is described below, this is the concept of Natural Tissue Regeneration (NTR) developed with L-PRF clots and membranes.
L-PRF and the General Principles of NTR (Natural Tissue Regeneration)
Contrarily to PRP gels, the products from the PRF subfamilies were not widely analyzed yet in the international literature for the treatment of periodontal intrabony defects. However, for obvious reasons, these techniques are the future of the field: a L-PRF is an autologous strong fibrin membrane, loaded with autologous cells (leukocytes, circulating stem cells) [22] and enriched with growth factors and matrix proteins that are released during at least 7 days [141, 142] . The L-PRF technique [143] is very simple, inexpensive, and allows the quick production of at least 8 strong fibrin membranes [44] .
Such a membrane holds intrinsically all the solutions to the problems encountered with classical GTR techniques. These latter are sensitive and operator-dependent ; collagen membranes are xenogenous and thus their use is dependent on the patient's acceptation of bovine or porcine tissue implantation ; non resorbable membranes such as ePTFE present a very significant risk of delayed wound closure and soft tissue dehiscence, leading to the membrane contamination and to local tissue necrosis and associated severe outcomes. For all these reasons, the attractive natural concept of the GTR was often replaced by a simple defect filling with bone substitutes ; however this solution does not fit to all clinical situations where GTR could be used. Moreover, GTR and fillings are not recommended in patients with habits or diseases that interfere with soft tissue and hard tissue healing: smokers, non equilibrated diabetics, patients under anticoagulant therapies, etc., even if these patients are often suffering from periodontal intrabony defects ; there is indeed a significant risk of delayed healing and necrosis when the general terrain is not adequate. Finally, the addition of PRP gels, time-consuming and expensive techniques, did not truly change the global equation of these treatments. The evolution of these techniques was thus too often the avulsion of the severely compromised teeth and the rehabilitation with dental implants. To evolve or to disappear, this is the actual problematic of GTR.
On the contrary, L-PRF membranes have strictly no contraindications, they can be used in all kinds of patients (and can even be recommended in patients under anticoagulants or smokers), they always promote soft tissue healing (even when the membranes are not very well handled by a rookie surgeon), and they can stimulate the healing of a damaged flap and reduce the risks of flap necrosis after a surgery. It is a common point with all fibrin-based products, particularly the fibrin glues used for the stimulation of angiogenesis and to reduce the risk of flap necrosis in many general surgery applications [39, 40, 60] . In order to see the full potential of these L-PRF membranes, an adequate surgical technique is however required, even if no negative effects have to be feared.
The concept of NTR is to promote the regeneration of the various periodontal tissues required for a normal tooth function (bone, periodontal ligament, gingival attachment) with L-PRF membranes as filling material and protection membrane, most times in association with a bone biomaterial as space maintainer. The NTR is often combined with a metronidazole solution soaking the filling material in order to protect the bone healing compartment from the unavoidable bacterial contaminations [144] .
L-PRF membranes are not comparable to resorbable collagen or non-resorbable ePTFE membranes, they belong to a completely different category of membrane [145] . However, the difference between GTR and NTR is not only the replacement of the various heterologous membranes used in GTR by a new kind of natural autologous membrane: it is also a true evolution of the concept behind. Indeed, L-PRF membranes are optimized blood clot, and therefore their interactions with the tissues do not follow strictly the core principles of GTR: GTR membranes had to stabilize the blood clot and to create a cell-proof barrier against soft tissue invagination, a NBR membrane is the blood clot itself (therefore rich in cells) and is only a bioactive competitive barrier. While other membranes are considered as foreign bodies by the host tissues and interfere with the natural tissue healing process, a L-PRF membrane is as natural as the host tissue: it is a blood clot prepared in an optimized form and that can be easily handled by a surgeon.
The general principles for the use of L-PRF for the treatment of a periodontal intrabony defect are quite similar to what was already discovered with PRP gels, with however several key modifications.
First, L-PRF is an optimized blood clot with stronger fibrin architecture and mechanical properties than a natural blood clot or a PRP gel ; these latter are considered as the core regeneration tissue in GTR, and L-PRF can thus theoretically be used as a filling material in intrabony defects when these very same GTR principles are followed [53, 56] . In comparison of a natural blood clot or a PRP gel, a L-PRF membrane is a solid material easier to handle and to position in the defects, and this is also a considerable advantage.
Second, L-PRF membranes can also be used as protection membranes after the filling of the intrabony defect. In comparison to GTR membranes, L-PRF will undergo a quicker remodelling in situ than a resorbable collagen membrane, but also promote a strong induction on the gingival tissue due to the slow release of growth factors and other matrix proteins [61, 141, 142] .
Third, the L-PRF membranes should not be used as a complete cell-proof barrier: they act as a competitive barrier [61] . Contrarily to GTR membranes (particularly ePTFE), L-PRF membranes allow cells to migrate through it, and therefore allow neoangiogenesis and interactions between the bone alveolar ridges and the gingival flap. These interactions are very important during tissue regeneration, since the periosteum covers the internal part of the gingival flap and is a key actor of bone healing and gingival maturation. While GTR membranes block the periosteum healing potential and bone/gingival interactions, the L-PRF membranes stimulate the periosteum regenerative properties. However, even if L-PRF membranes do not block the migration of the cells, no invagination of the soft tissues within the bone area were observed when L-PRF membranes covered a filled intrabony defect [53, 56] . This result is the consequence of a biological mechanism called competitive barrier: the L-PRF membrane is a highly stimulating matrix, attracting cell migration and differentiation preferentially, and also reinforcing the natural periosteal barrier ; the hard and soft tissues migrate and interact within the L-PRF matrix, the L-PRF cover becomes the interface between the tissues and therefore avoids the migration of the soft tissues deeper within the bone defect. This concept of competitive barrier was already developed in maxillofacial surgery during the filling exeresis cavities with a large volume of L-PRF clots, these latter being also used as an interposition material between the gland/skin complex and the deeper tissues (particularly the nerve trunks) [52] .
These 3 biological mechanisms associated with the use of L-PRF membranes must be understood in order to follow correctly the key principles of NTR. Clinically, the general concept of NTR requires to fill the periodontal intrabony defect with L-PRF, most times in association with a bone substitute used as a solid space maintainer, and then to cover the filled intrabony defect with L-PRF membranes, used for the protection of the grafted area and as a healing booster for the soft tissues above the defects Figs. (4 and 5) . The objective of this cover is not only to protect the blood clot and/or the filling material, like in the GTR concept, but also to promote the induction of a strong and thick periosteum and gingiva: this boosted periosteum functions as a true barrier between the soft tissue and bone compartments, and constitutes probably the best protection and regenerative barrier for the intrabony defects Fig. (6) . The NTR protocol is very simple and give excellent results in most clinical situations, with no contraindication or risk of negative effects. However, in order to get the best results, the choice and the quantity of the adequate bone substitute has yet to be determine in various clinical configurations.
PRP AND PRF ON SOFT TISSUES: ROOT COVER-ING AND GINGIVAL SURGERY
Gingival Surgery and PRP Gels: Understanding the Contradictions
Bone healing is a long-term phenomenon, and for this reason, the impact of PRPs on bone remodelling is hotly debated. On the contrary, the effects of the platelet concentrates on soft tissues reached a consensus very quickly, and with a quite small quantities of published data. These products always stimulate soft tissue healing and wound closure, and they are often used for these properties. The best examples were reported in plastic surgery, where platelet concentrate gels and fibrin glues were commonly used for the stimulation of skin healing and to avoid the necrosis of flaps [6, 60] . In the literature, it is also difficult to know if PRP gels and fibrin glues present true different effects on soft tissue healing, even if the role of platelets can anyway only be positive. Fig. (4) . Natural Tissue Regeneration (NTR) around a mandibular first molar. A. The first molar was compromised by a distal deep intrabony lesion, with a probing depth around 16mm. B. The retroalveolar radiograph confirmed that the intrabony lesion almost reached the apex of the distal root. C and D. The intrabony defect was carefully cleaned, and filled with a mix of L-PRF and xenogeneic collagenated bone (Gen-Os, OsteoBiol, Tecnoss, Italy) in a 50/50 volumic ratio, in association with a 0.5% metronidazole solution. E. A L-PRF membrane was tailored in order to cover the filled bone defect and to fit to the narrow interdental space. Another membrane was placed around the tooth in order to increase the gingival healing and remodelling on the mesial area of the flap. F. Deep sutures were performed in order to stabilize tightly the flap. G. The first postsurgical radiograph confirmed the complete filling of the intrabony defect.
In oral surgery, the effect of platelet concentrates on soft tissue healing was more debated, probably because the natural healing potential of the oral cavity is already very high. During oral mucosal wound healing, the PRP gel has a strong stimulant effect on capillary regeneration, and this effect was proved to be particularly strong during the early stages of wound healing [146] . However, gingival surgery does not only require a good soft tissue healing, but also to promote a strong remodelling. Preliminary results with PRP gels in animal models suggested that the addition of PRP gel on a gingival flap did not significantly improve the flap tensile strength [147] , and therefore maybe not influence the final gingival tissue remodelling. Whatever this very limited number of experimental results, many authors tried to use the PRP gels as a surgical adjuvant in order to improve the wound closure, and with good outcomes [96, 148] .
The applications of PRP gels in gingival surgery however require a more in-depth analysis. Soft tissue periodontal surgery is indeed very technical, the purpose being often to improve the quality of the gingival tissue, or to cover gingival dehiscence/recessions around teeth through the promotion of a tissue attachment on the bare dental roots. The idea of using platelet for a better soft tissue attachment on the root surface is quite old [149] , and the use of fibrin derivatives Fig. (5) . Natural Tissue Regeneration (NTR) around a mandibular first molar. A. Seven days after surgery, the gingival flap presented a typical whitish proliferative aspect: this is the induction phase. B and B'. Two months after surgery, the probing depth was stabilized above 2mm. The gingival tissue showed a typical thick and inhomogeneous surface due to active remodeling. The retroalveolar radiograph confirmed the stability of the intrabony filling. C, D and E. The remodelling of the gingival tissue around the molar was followed and carefully evaluated respectively 4, 5 and 7 months after surgery. The mesial (black circles) and distal (black arrows) interdental gingival tissues continued their slow remodelling and growth triggered by the induction. E'. The retroalveolar radiograph confirmed the stability of the intrabony filling after seven months. F and G. The final prosthetic crown was placed on the molar, with open interdental spaces respecting the remodelling and growth of the interdental gingiva. The periodontal remodelling was then followed during 8 months and 2 years after the surgery, and the gingiva slowly continued its slow evolution and reached a very stable final aspect.
was also suggested in periodontal research as a potential matrix for gingival healing and attachment [150] . Various PRP gels were therefore tested in addition to common soft tissue periodontal surgical treatments, and the results are quite contradictory [151] . The addition of a PRP gel during a connective tissue graft for root coverage was investigated in a few articles only: some authors concluded that the addition of a PRP gel did not seem to improve significantly the final clinical results [152] , while other authors proved the contrary with histological sections [153] , and some other authors were simply not able to reach clear clinical conclusions [154] . Another clinical situation was the use of a PRP gel for the protection of the palatal donor site following a connective tissue harvesting, and some authors tried to show that the addition of a PRP gel did not improve soft tissue healing [155] . This dog study however was biased since the main parameter was not assessed: indeed, the main issue with palatal harvesting is not the healing (particularly with dogs presenting intrinsically a very quick soft tissue healing) but the pain associated with the surgery, and pain was obviously not assessed with this animal.
Clinical reports suggested that the potential benefits of PRP gels in root-coverage procedures and gingival surgery may be improved esthetics, decreased patient morbidity, and accelerated wound healing. But these statements are difficult to validate through the international literature. However, the lack of detailed proofs does not mean that PRP gels are not useful in gingival surgery. The exact content and architecture of the PRP gels tested in the literature are often unclear, the methods of application are not always very « biologyfriendly ». We know for sure that the PRP gels have at least the same positive actions than the fibrin glues in terms of stimulation of healing. But it seems quite clear that, considering the cost and time loss associated with most PRP techniques, the addition of a PRP gel in most periodontal soft tissue surgeries does not present sufficient advantages. The situation is completely the contrary with the L-PRF membranes.
Gingival Surgery and L-PRF Membranes: Induction, Impregnation and Remodelling
Contrarily to the various PRP gels used as surgical adjuvant, the L-PRF membranes present a strong fibrin matrix This lesion was very difficult to treat because the defect was all along the vestibular face of the tooth and extended on the mesial and distal faces of the root. D. The fibrous tissues within the intrabony defect was carefully curetted. The clean intrabony extended cavity was then filled with a mix of L-PRF and xenogeneic collagenated bone (Gen-Os, OsteoBiol, Tecnoss, Italy) in a 50/50 volumic ratio, in association with a 0.5% metronidazole solution. E. Three L-PRF membranes were used to cover the surgical site. Care was taken to envelop also the mesial and distal faces. The leukocyte-rich areas of the 3 membranes were shared between the 3 areas of the lesion: one distal, one mesial and one covering the vestibular face (white arrow). F, G and H. This tooth was carefully controlled at 7, 14 and 21 months respectively, and this follow-up showed a strong remodelling of the gingival tissue, with a thick attached gingiva and a final stable probing depth inferior to 2 mm around this tooth. [22] and are thus easily handled like a soft tissue graft during a periodontal surgery [61] . The L-PRF membrane can be tailored and sutured, and this specific form opens a wide range of possibilities, particularly in gingival surgery where very thin grafts, flaps or membranes are commonly handled: tissue manipulation is the key concept in gingival surgery, and a L-PRF membrane is a solid tissue with a matrix and cells, and thus perfectly fits to this purpose.
A L-PRF membrane is intrinsically very different from the various PRP gels previously tested. First, when the production techniques is followed carefully, the exact content and architecture of the membrane is well known [22] , while the identity of most of the PRPs tested in the literature remains widely unclear [1] . Second, the L-PRF membrane presents a strong fibrin architecture that allows to use it as a true membrane or tissue [53] [54] [55] [56] , while PRP gels are only used as a transitory fibrin layer added to the surgical site [23, 155] . Third, a L-PRF membrane releases growth factors and matrix proteins during more than 7 days [141, 142, 156, 157] , while the PRP gel matrix disappears quickly and releases all the growth factors in a very quick download. A PRP gel is a transitory pharmaceutical adjuvant, a L-PRF membrane is a solid biomaterial. These key characteristics have to be taken into consideration during the development of clinical methodologies.
In order to get reliable results, L-PRF membranes must not be considered as a « magical » adjuvant to the surgical procedure, but must become the main instrument of the regenerative procedure. This difference of conception was clearly pointed out in a recent article: while some authors claimed to get a limited improvement of the root covering with a L-PRF membrane used as an adjuvant to the common procedure, it was shown that the use of the L-PRF membrane as the central actor of the regenerative procedure leads to clinical results, in terms of root covering and tissue remodelling and thickness, that could not be reached with common procedures (even when associated with PRP gels) [61] . These very good clinical results are obvious for all trained periodontologists using L-PRF, as shown in Figs. (7 and 8) .
The property of slow release of growth factors and matrix proteins from the L-PRF membrane promotes 2 specific biological mechanisms during root covering: impregnation and induction [61] . First the root surface is impregnated with blood proteins, which are the first biological links between the surface and a new attachment: this is an old validated concept in periodontal surgery [149] . Second, contrarily to Fig. (7) . Gingival root covering surgery using L-PRF membranes as grafted tissue around a canine. A. This mandibular canine presented a significant vestibular dehiscence. The classical treatment could be the coronal repositioning of the flap, often associated with a connective tissue graft in order to obtain an adequate height of attached gingiva: on the contrary, it was decided to use L-PRF membranes as sole grafted tissue. B. The partial thickness flap uncovered the deep gingival recession. C. The root surface was decontaminated and treated with a tetracycline solution (yellow). D. Three L-PRF layers were placed on the root, above the cemento-enamel junction, and the flap was then sutured coronally. The flap seemed swollen due to the volume of the 3 L-PRF membranes. E and F. Six months after the surgery, the clinical root covering was stable, high and very natural. The gingival induction and remodelling led to a thick attached gingiva. Fig. (8) . Gingival root covering surgery using L-PRF membranes as grafted tissue around a molar and premolar. A and A'. Limited gingival dehiscences were observed, respetively on a mandibular first molar and 2 mandibular premolars. B and B'. In these simple cases, 2 L-PRF membranes were used as tissue graft per case, and placed on the roots above the cemento-enamel junction before the coronal repositioning of the flap. C and C'. The clinical root covering, respectively after 6 and 9 months, was complete in both cases, with a very natural and thick attached gingiva.
PRP gels, the slow release of molecules from the L-PRF membrane lasts several days [141, 142] and thus is long enough to trigger a cell induction phenomenon [91, 92] . The growth factors stimulate cell proliferation, neovessels develop within the fibrin matrix, the periosteum is stimulated, the gingival fibroblasts migrate within the fibrin matrix and slowly remodel it, while the membrane guides surface epithelialization if needed: this matrix offers a new scheme of development to the natural tissue. The short term result is a quick wound closure and healing [47] , with the reduction of postsurgical pain and edema [54, 55] . The long term result is not only a stable root covering, but also a thicker stable gingiva [61] . It is interesting to see that this phenomenon of induction continues to show effects several months after the end of the surgery, until the final development scheme triggered by the L-PRF membrane is complete. It was also shown that the repetitive use of L-PRF membranes for soft tissue healing even amplified the final tissue remodelling, and thus that multi-induction was possible [54, 55] . If very good healing properties were always observed in these procedures, the underlying induction and remodelling mechanisms have yet to be analyzed carefully, since platelet growth factors can not be considered as the sole actors triggering this kind of tissue long-term development.
Finally, the role of the fibrin matrix must not be neglected, since it also plays the function of protective barrier and migration matrix [61, 91] . This strong architecture is particularly useful when an open wound is closed using only L-PRF membranes, and the membranes will then serve as a guide for healing, through cell migration and reepithelialization within the superficial PRF layers, as always observed during tooth avulsion and alveolar sockets regeneration Fig. (3) .
PRP AND GUIDED BONE REGENERATION (GBR), L-PRF AND NATURAL BONE REGENERATION (NBR)
PRP Gels, Bone Graft and GBR
The ultimate clinical situation where PRP gels or PRF could be useful during periodontal surgery, is after teeth avulsion when the alveolar ridges require a significant regeneration in order to rebuild the hard and soft tissue potential before implant placement. One every important approach is an evolution of GTR, and is called Guided Bone Regeneration (GBR).
The concept of Guided Bone Regeneration is to regenerate a bone volume through the protection of the blood clot within the bone compartment under a resorbable (collagen,…) or non resorbable (ePTFE,…) membrane. The original version of GBR only requires the filling of the bone cavities with a natural blood clot, but this bone compartment is most times also filled with a bone material (autologous, allograft, xenograft or synthetic) and then protected using the membranes. The limit between GBR and a bone graft can sometimes be very thin. But the principles of GBR are also very similar to GTR, the main difference being that GBR is supposed to regenerate bone after tooth avulsion in order to preserve a significant tissue volume for further implant placement, while GTR has to regenerate the ligament and all the other periodontal tissues around a periodontally compromised tooth. By extension, the term GBR can be used in other circumstances where bone regeneration is required, such as the regeneration of bone around compromised osseointegrated implants [158, 159] or the regeneration of a toothless damaged alveolar ridge [160, 161] .
The use of PRP gels in GBR logically presents the same advantages and inconvenients than their use during GTR, and is the natural evolution of the use of PRP gels in dental avulsion and gingival surgery. If these gels could improve alveolar sockets regeneration and soft tissue healing, they seemed the perfect adjuvant during GBR in order to increase the natural blood clot stability or to stimulate bone healing below the GBR membrane, and to increase soft tissue healing above the membrane. Indeed, the main problem with GBR is the wound closure, since delayed soft tissue healing is often encountered above the membranes, resulting in poor soft tissue resistance, gingival dehiscence (and even necrosis) with contamination of the membrane below and finally bacterial contamination of the regeneration compartment with severe risk of necrosis. Logically, a surgical adjuvant that could limit the risk of flap necrosis or gingival dehiscence would be a very welcome addition to the technique.
Unfortunately, once again the results are quite contradictory. Several authors showed than a combination of PRP gels with a bone substitute (anorganic bovine bone, allograft,…) during GBR gave excellent results [160, 162] , while other authors presented mixed results [163] . When the bone quality was assessed in various histological models, authors did not pointed out significant differences in terms of bone remodelling with or without PRPs [159, 161] . These results finally reveal the biggest interrogation regarding PRP gels: do PRP gels truly improve bone healing and long-term remodelling ? This question goes far beyond the GBR application, and is in fact the key issue in many maxillofacial applications, particularly dental implant surgery and bone graft for reconstructive surgery.
L-PRF, Bone Graft and NBR
The use of L-PRF membranes during the treatment of periodontal intrabony defects was called NTR and represented an alternative technique to GTR. Logically GBR can evolve into a new form of bone regeneration using L-PRF membranes, called Natural Bone Regeneration (NBR).
NBR is based on the same principles than NTR described previously, the main difference being that NBR only targets to regenerate bone (and not the periodontal ligament and gingival attachment on the teeth), and consequently also to regenerate the gingival tissue covering this bone: in the NBR core concept, like in NTR, hard and soft tissues can not be considered separately.
All the problems previously pointed out with GTR membranes are even amplified when these membranes are used in GBR, since the volume and area of regeneration are always much larger in GBR. Non resorbable membranes (such as ePTFE, GoreTex…) are often associated with delayed wound healing and subsequent bacterial contamination, tissue necrosis and regeneration failure. Resorbable membranes are often xenografts (porcine or bovine) and can be refused by the patients ; moreover, they are not mechanically strong enough to protect the bone regenerative compartment, and therefore bone grafting is often required below the membrane to maintain the space and the regenerative morphology ("scaffolding" action). For all these reasons, the original GBR principles of the « blood clot protected below a membrane » have been replaced by intermediary techniques using bone graft, sometimes with the addition of membranes. But these bone grafts present their own limits, particularly in complex cases, when the surgical site is infected and damaged due to inflammation and even sometimes necrosis. The general health status of the patient also interferes with these very sensitive techniques, since all diseases or habits that may reduce the healing potential are contraindications to GBR: for example, strong smoking habits will often lead to clinical disasters. The restrictions of GBR are even more important than the limits of GTR, due to the specific volume and anatomical situation of the regeneration compartments in GBR. However, the best moment for starting a bone and soft tissue regeneration is just after tooth avulsion, when the healing potential is the highest: but this is also the moment where inflammatory reactions, infections and soft tissue retractions are naturally the strongest Fig. (9) , and thus the worst mo- Fig. (9) . Natural Bone Regeneration (NBR) in a damaged alveolar ridge. A. On the panoramic radiograph, the second left mandibular molar was compromised due to repetitive infections and critical intrabony lesions. This tooth was supporting a bridge that had to be removed during the avulsion of the molar. B. Clinical view of the alveolar ridge before tooth avulsion. The bridge was cut carefully. Note that the gingival tissue around the molar was weak, with a very limited height of attached gingiva. C. After tooth avulsion, the bone defect was full of fibrous tissues that had to be eliminated. D. The cleaned avulsion sockets were large and their regeneration was very important for the placement of implants in good conditions. Moreover, the alveolar ridge ahead of the alveolar socket was quite resorbed, with a residual bone thickness inferior to 3mm (black arrows): the horizontal regeneration of the ridge was also required for an adequate implant placement. ment for GBR. The concept of NBR is to regenerate these tissues using the amplification of the natural healing, whatever the initial clinical situation. This approach became possible by the use of L-PRF membranes.
The concept of NBR is to promote the regeneration of a bone volume and the gingival tissue above through the use of L-PRF membranes as filling materials within the bone regenerative chamber, most times in association with a bone biomaterials used as space maintainer, and also as protection membrane above the regenerative compartment. This approach is based on the intrinsic polyvalent properties of the L-PRF membranes, since they strongly stimulate proliferation and differentiation of many different kinds of cells, particularly epithelial cells, gingival fibroblasts, osteoblasts and bone mesenchymal stem cells [91, 92] . The membranes can thus be used in both bone and gingival compartments. The NBR is often combined with a metronidazole solution soaking the filling material in order to protect the bone healing compartment from the unavoidable bacterial contaminations [144] . The biological mechanisms defining the NBR are however much more complex than a simple stimulation through growth factor release.
First, within the bone regenerative compartment, the L-PRF plays the same role as the natural blood clot used in GBR under the membrane, the main difference being that the L-PRF clot is much more stable. Like the natural blood clot, the L-PRF matrix is a soft material and therefore the bone regenerative chambers have to be protected from mechanical constraints and crushing: the simpliest method is to mix the L-PRF with a bone material in order to fill the bone chamber with a denser filling conglomerate [54, 55] . The introduction of a bone material however raised the complex question of the adequate material to associate with L-PRF: excellent results were obtained with collagenated allografts and xenografts Figs. (9 and 10), but this aspect should be analyzed in more details in the future.
Second, the key principle of NBR is to protect the bone regenerative compartment with L-PRF membranes only, and to avoid the use of GBR membranes: the problems of flap necrosis, soft tissue dehiscence and contamination encountered in GBR are thus logically reduced. The L-PRF membranes must not be considered as an adjuvant to a classical GBR procedure, but must be used as the main tool of the bone and soft tissue regenerative procedure. Some authors tried indeed to use PRF membranes below and above non resorbable titanium GBR membranes, in order to fill infected alveolar sockets, improve soft tissue healing and avoid flap necrosis: this first application gave good clinical results, but soft tissue dehiscences were encountered [164] . This result shows that PRF membranes could for sure improve the classical GBR procedures (particularly in infected or inflammatory sites), but the advantages are limited. On the contrary, the NBR requires to think different the role of the protection membrane.
Indeed, the NBR concept must be considered as an independent approach from GBR. The L-PRF membranes do not only improve soft tissue neoangiogneneis and wound closure, they also play the function of competitive barrier be- Fig. (10) . Natural Bone Regeneration (NBR) in a damaged alveolar ridge. A. The avulsion sockets were filled with a mix of L-PRF and xenogeneic collagenated bone (Gen-Os, OsteoBiol, Tecnoss, Italy) in a 50/50 volumic ratio, in association with a 0.5% metronidazole solution. B. The same bone/L-PRF mix was then grafted all over the resorbed residual alveolar ridge ahead of the avulsion socket. C. Four L-PRF membranes were then used to cover the whole bone regenerative compartment. D. Deep sutures were performed. Because of the grafted volume, an excessive traction of the flap would have been required for a complete closure of the surgical site: in order to keep the gingival flap in an apical natural position, the vestibular and lingual flaps were not sutured edge to edge. The external L-PRF layer remained partially in contact with the oral cavity. E. Eight days after the surgery, the induction phase was almost finished, the gingival tissue was still highly proliferative and starting the merging phase between the gingival connective tissue and the L-PRF layers. The swollen aspect due to the bone graft and the thick layer of L-PRF had considerably diminished. Note that postsurgical pain and edema were minimal. F. Six months after the surgery, the alveolar ridge seemed correctly healed. The gingiva was thick and homogeneous. G. A retroalveolar radiograph confirmed the complete filling of the bone defects. The radiologic bone density seemed homogeneous on the whole area, the previous bone defects were no more detectable after 6 months. H. During the implant placement, the regenerated alveolar ridge was reopened and checked. The attached gingival tissue was very thick (white arrow) and the narrow alveolar crest became a thick bone ridge with more than 5mm in thickness (black arrows). The regenerated area was perfect for esthetic and functional implant placement.
tween the bone and gingival compartments. As an optimized blood clot, the L-PRF membrane uses a completely different biological mechanism than the cell-proof barriers used in GBR [145] . In NBR, the function of competitive barrier attributed to the L-PRF covering membranes is a key principle of the clinical success. Indeed, the stimulation of the periosteum is the best way for the regeneration of the bone chamber, the reinforcement of the gingival tissue covering the site, and also to avoid the invagination of the soft tissue inside the bone chamber. The stimulation of the periosteum simply creates the new stable bone/gingiva border, blocks any territorial conflicts between the tissues by their mutual reinforcement and exchanges through the neoperiosteum. While GBR membranes act as a foreign body to block the interactions and migration (particularly the neoangiogenesis) between the 2 compartments -the bone chamber and the gingival cover -and therefore promote the associated risks of delayed healing and necrosis, the NBR membrane must naturally reinforce the border between the 2 compartments and stimulate their mutual exchanges and synchronized regeneration. This is the concept of competitive barrier already developed for NTR: the L-PRF membrane is not cell-proof and on the contrary stimulates the proliferation and differentiation of cells within the fibrin membrane. The membrane therefore becomes the new interface between the bone and gingival compartments and stimulates both tissues and the growth of their new periosteal barrier. This concept of competitive barrier was already important in NTR, as explained in a precedent chapter, it becomes even critical in GBR where the size of the regeneration chambers are much larger.
Third, the impact of the L-PRF cover on the soft tissue healing and remodelling is also a key parameter of the NBR concept. The phenomenon of induction previously explained is necessary for the reinforcement of the gingival cover and thus the long-term success of the global regeneration. This is another main difference with GBR, where the gingival regeneration was always secondary: in NBR, the regeneration of the bone and gingival compartments is synchronized. This induction on the gingival tissue is related to the slow release of growth factors and other matrix proteins during the whole remodelling of the fibrin layer into a neomatrix, and allows to reach impressive clinical results, particularly in implant dentistry [54, 55] . However, it is important to keep in mind that the quality of the gingival regeneration is also dependent on the volume and quality of the associated regenerated bone volume supporting the gingiva. Synchronized regeneration is a key principle of NBR, and has to be mastered to reach the best possible results in implant-suported rehabilitation, as it will be discussed in the second part of this article.
The difference between GBR and NBR is thus not only a question of family of membranes, this is a completely different philosophy of surgical treatment: the GBR concept is to guide and force bone and gingiva to heal separately in an artificial way, while the NBR concept is to stimulate the natural healing potential of both tissues and to guide the interlinked development of the bone and gingival compartments along the L-PRF interface.
The NBR technique is based on the use of an optimized blood clot, and it can be used in all kinds of patients (even patients under anticoagulants, smokers, etc.). This approach can be widely developed in daily practice and in all kinds of clinical situations: infected alveolar sockets, necrosed flaps or bone Fig. (11) ,… It is for example possible to regenerate hard and soft tissues after a failed GBR that had led to a clinical disaster: necrosed gingival tissue, inflammatory retracted flap, bone sequestra. Following the principles of NBR after the cleaning of such a compromised site, the treatment offers excellent results. Moreover, NBR and NTR are using similar mechanisms and they can thus easily be combined when the bone defect on the alveolar ridge expanded over the close dental roots Fig. (11) .
Clinically, the NBR protocol is quite simple: the bone regenerative compartment is filled with L-PRF, most times in association with a bone substitute used as a solid space maintainer and soaked in a 0.5% metronidazole solution, and it is then covered with L-PRF membranes Figs. (9 and 10) . These latter function as a protection layer for the bone chamber and trigger the induction of the soft tissue healing and remodelling [54, 55] . As a competitive barrier, this L-PRF layer reinforces the periosteum as a strong interface between the 2 regenerative compartments. However, the L-PRF layer also often plays the function of transitory soft tissue cover. Indeed very often during NBR procedures, the L-PRF membranes remain partially exposed in the oral cavity, since the gingival tissue flaps are too damaged and retracted (or simply too short when the grafted volume is very large) to fully cover the whole surgical site. In these cases, the L-PRF membranes should be used in a thick layer, and serve as a pattern for soft tissue regeneration, through the stimulation and direction of cell migration and proliferation within the fibrin matrix, the development of neoangiogenesis within the membranes and the promotion of the superficial wound reepithelialization and closure, whatever the initial damage of the flap Fig. (10) . However such a successful result requires efficient sutures and expert tissue manipulation from the surgeon.
The NBR protocol gives excellent results in many clinical situations, with only few contraindications and a limited risk of negative effects. The concepts of NBR can be extended to many clinical situations where bone regeneration is required, such as peri-implant bone regeneration [165, 166] , sinus lifts [48, 53, 56] or alveolar ridge lateral augmentations [54, 55] Fig. (10) . The exact border between bone graft and NBR may sometimes seem difficult to define. Consequently, the optimization of the NBR procedure is highly dependent on the selection of the right bone biomaterial to associate with L-PRF. Excellent results are obtained with various forms of freeze-dried bone allografts and xenografts, but many studies are still required to understand all the associated mechanisms and to select the most adapted bone substitutes for NBR procedures and the adequate way to combine it with L-PRF in the various clinical configurations. The selection of the adequate bone materials is however a very complex subjects, not only for NBR but for all forms of bone regeneration, as it will be developed in the second part of this article.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
PRP gels and PRF are innovative tools with many potential applications in periodontal and dentoalveolar surgery. The right mandibular first and second molars were compromised by deep intrabony lesions associated with the osteonecrosis of the bone interdental septum (black circle). C. The second molar was avulsed and the necrosed bone was carefully curetted, leading to a criticalsized bone defect, extended on the whole distal face (and also partially on the vestibular and lingual faces) of the root of the first molar. This molar was not avulsed but was compromised, since the osteonecrosis had destroyed the periodontal bone support down to the apex. D. The extended bone defect was filled with a mix of L-PRF and xenogeneic collagenated bone (Gen-Os, OsteoBiol, Tecnoss, Italy) in a 50/50 volumic ratio, in association with a 0.5% metronidazole solution. E. Bone compartment was covered with 4 L-PRF membranes. Care was taken to envelop with the membranes the grafted area around the distal root of the first molar. F. Tight sutures were performed. G. Three months later, during the implant placement, the regenerated alveolar ridge was reopened and checked. The regeneration of the bone necrosed area (by NBR) and of the periodontal tissues supporting the compromised first molar (by NTR) seemed optimal. H. A retroalveolar radiograph confirmed the complete bone and periodontal regeneration up to an almost natural level (yellow line). Note that after 3 months, the bone compartment was clinically regenerated, but still not completely mineralized since the bone density on the radiograph was still lower in the regenerated area than in the normal bone around.
The literature on the topic is quite confusing, but a careful evaluation of the published data and current clinical experiences on the topic allow to draw 2 main conclusions.
First, we are now living a transition period. PRP gels have lost a significant part of their credibility in oral surgery, while the use of L-PRF membranes only starts his quick spread. Indeed PRP gels are expensive and time-consuming techniques, that failed to prove their true relevance in daily practice, even if some good clinical results were observed. The contradictory literature about PRP gels in periodontal and dentoalveolar surgery is probably related to the lack of characterization of the tested products and many misunderstandings in the best way to use it. We tried, in this review, to point out some reasons -often very simple and logicalof the contradictory results. PRP gels present interesting results as surgical adjuvant when used correctly (for example during GTR and GBR), but their inconvenients are stronger than their advantages in surgical periodontology. On the contrary, the literature about products from the PRF subfamilies (particularly L-PRF) is only starting to develop, and L-PRF membranes intrinsically fit to periodontal and dentoalveolar applications: user-friendly, easy to prepare and inexpensive, these membranes promote excellent clinical results but also allowed the development of new therapeutic concepts such as NTR and NBR. PRP gels were surgical adjuvants, L-PRF membranes are tissues for regenerative medicine. This new approach may open a new chapter of periodontal surgery.
The second conclusion is that the definition and validation of accurate protocols is a key issue for the long-term development of these techniques. It was true with the various PRP gels, it is also true for the L-PRF membranes. Even if L-PRF membranes are particularly adapted to daily periodontal surgery practice, the relevance of this technique on a long-term basis as a tool of regenerative medicine widely spread in the oral surgeon community is highly dependent on the ability of researchers to accurately define the best indications, to select the adequate kind and quantity of bone materials to combine with the L-PRF, and to validate secure surgical procedures where the concept of NTR and NBR can show their full potential. This aspect will be widely developed in the part 2 of this article.
